
	   	   	  

Having a life-long interest in history, (especially local history) I took a course 
in Archaeology at Peterborough City College in 1999 with Ian Meadows and 
my involvement has grown ever since. 

I joined the NVAT at William Burke’s suggestion in 2015 to take up the role of 
treasurer, probably because it was the job that no-one else wanted! 

My highlights in archaeology have been attending the guided walks with 
Steven Upex organized by the St Kyneburgha trust, as well as observing the 
‘Time Team’ dig in Castor. Also a walk around the royal Saxon burial ground 
at Sutton Hoo was very memorable. 

I have enjoyed giving lectures for the St Kyneburgha trust about our local 
area and have also lectured to other archaeological societies such as the 
Olney history society. My main contribution though has been to assist children 
at our local Castor primary school in their ‘Romans in Castor’ project. I have 
also led many ‘Roman walks ‘ for other visiting primary schools around our 
local sites. 

In 2004 I took up William Burke’s suggestion to contribute a chapter on the 
Romans to the book on local history that he organized ‘Five parishes , their 
people and places’. 

My main interests are undoubtedly the Roman and Saxon periods, probably 
because there is still so much that we still do not know- so any unanswered 
questions . My hope is to contribute to the NVAT’s aims of completing our 
record of all the work that has been done as well as helping to make our early 
local history more accessible to the general public. It that way it may be 
better understood, appreciated and protected, by as many as possible. 

Edmund Artis is my hero, that enigmatic 19th century local character, who did 
so much to value and uncover our distant past at a time when archaeology 
was in its infancy. 

 


